IMPORTANT TIPS FOR OUTDOOR WORSHIP
Advent will hold outdoor services at 10am for each of the Sundays in April and May, weather permitting and will be livestreamed from
our website. If weather necessitates the cancellation of the outdoor service, only an online worship service will be available.
Additionally, if weather forces cancellation of the outdoor service, a notice will be placed on the Advent website by 8am on Sunday.
We are continuing to see the best possible set up for the service. When we have wet weather, we will definitely be on the asphalt. As
it gets much warmer, we will also be on the asphalt as there is more shade. While the weather is still very mild and dry, we will try
different configurations on the grass. Please be patient with us. This is new territory for all of us.
In some situations there will be orange lines painted on the grass. In that case please line your chairs up on the lines but space
yourself out from the next family/person please. When we are on the asphalt, there will be chairs in a line space 6 feet apart. Please
line your chair up with those red chairs and again, space yourself from the next family/person.
When you arrive at the church on Sunday morning, try the main entrance first but if there are cones across it, you'll need to enter from
the rear of the church as the service will be on the asphalt.
When we know the service is going to be on the asphalt, we will attempt to block off the parking lot on Saturdays so if you come to the
church before Sunday and the lot is closed off, please park at the kitchen and come in that door or plan to park on the parking lot side
near the woods. The only entrance that will be open on Sunday morning will be in the rear of the church.
Here are some OTHER important tips for our outdoor services. Please review so that you will have all necessary information.
·
Masks may be removed while outdoors.
·
Social distancing is also required. Families should spread out from other families. No hugging, please.
·
If the service is cancelled because of weather, a notice will be published on the adventlu.org website by 8am on the day of
worship.
·
We will add your name to the roster as you come in an entrance. Be prepared to give your name if we have different people
handling this responsibility because it can be difficult to recognize people with their masks sometimes. The primary purpose of this is
for contract tracing.
·
Plan to arrive 20-30 minutes prior to service start time. This gives time to park and get situated with your chairs.
·
Bring your chairs; however, if you forget or don't have one, we will have some red ones available.
·
Those who wish to stay in their car for the service will be able to tune in to FM station 91.1 to hear the service better. Those cars
will park facing the grass or the SEATING AREA, depending on the location of the service. There is room for only 7 vehicles when we
are on the asphalt so others will have to be further back. Please do not park in any of the spaces inside the cones or any of the
spaces around the grass unless you're planning to stay in your car.
·
Dress comfortably for whatever type of weather we are having.
·
There will be a table with an offering box for those who wish to bring offerings to the services. There will also be some extra
bulletins and communion kits on the table.
·
We will continue to have special musicians and vocalists who will maintain a safe distance from the gathering when they are
singing.
·
With outdoor services, there are always more challenges to getting the livestreamed service started. Please be patient. If you are
watching from home and there are delays, it may be necessary for you to close out your browser and go back into the church website
to access the service. Please be sure to try this if you're having problems after 10am.
It has been wonderful to see so many of our Advent family in person! We look forward to seeing many others during these upcoming
weeks!

